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SUMMARY

wind-tunnel investigation has been made to determine
blowing from nacelles over the upper surface of flaps
delta wing of aspect ratio 3. Several flap conditions

were exsmined. High-pressure air was blown from an external-pipe arrange-
ment supported above the wing to simukte jet-engine exhaust. The jet-
momentum-coefficient range was from O to 3.0 and the model angle of attack
was OO.

The results of this limited investigation show that values of jet-
circulation lift coefficient larger than the Jet reaction were produced
with blowing over fkps from nacelles mounted above the wing. ‘I!heuse of
double slotted flaps with the gap unsealed between the flaps and wing had
a large detrimental effect on the lift capabilities. With these gaps
sealed, larger lift coefficients were obtained when fantails were added
to the nacelles. The longitudinal trti problems created by lsrge diving
moments were similar to those encountered with other $et-a~ented-flap
systems.

INTRODUCTION

Previous investigations have shown that jet-augmented flaps show
promise in reducing the take-off and landing distance of jet aircraft.
(For example, see refs. 1, 2, and 3.) This work can be divided into two
general categories: an external arrangement in which the exhaust air
from engines mounted below the wing is directed up through a slot and
downward over the upper surface of the flaps, and an internal arrangement
in which jet engines are blended with the wing with the air brought in the
wing leading edge and ehusted at the trailing edge. An arrangement with
blowing over flaps from nacelles mounted on top of or above the wing might
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the advantages of the multiple-internal-enginearrange-
relatively small number of externally mounted engines.

*

Possible advantages of such an arrangement o.na high-wing airplane are:
noise suppression benefiting both the occupants and the people on the
ground, good slow-syeed performance, diminut.}onof ground effect, and
reduction of trash ingestion by high placement of the engine inlets. The

—

arrangement would be especially suited for seaplanes because it would
reduce the spray on the engine inlets and on the flaps.

.-

The present tests, which were undertaken to explore the lift charac-
teristics obtainable with blowing over flaps from nacelles mounted above
the wing, were made on an existing research seaplane model with a delta

,.

wing of aspect ratio 3. High-pressure air wqs blown through steel nacelle
pipes supported externally above the wing to simulate jet-engine exhaust. ‘.
For comparative purposes; a few tests were made with the nacelle pipes
supported below the wing. The investigation was made in the Langley
300-MPH 7- by 10-foot tunnel with the model mounted on the single strut

A

support.
-—

The tests included blowing over single and double slotted flaps from
nacelles mounted above the wing and blowing .Overdouble slotted f~Ps from
nacelles mounted below the wing. For some tests with nacelles mounted
above the wing the “flapgaps were sealed. Because of the exploratory
nature of the investigation, the data presented are limited to a 43° deflec-
tion for the small single slotted flap, 600 deflection for the double
slotted flap with the nacelles above the wing, and 50° deflection for
nacelles below the wing. These angles were Eelected from a few preliminary
tests made to determine flap deflections for developing high lift.
Attached to the nacelles for some tests were fantails, which flared and
tapered to a long thin slot. ‘I!hetests covered a momentum-coefficient
range from O to 3.0 with the model at approximately 0° angle of attack.

SYM60LS —

The coefficients of forces and moments are referred to the wind axes
with the center of moments at 25 percent

b wing span, ft

Drag
drag coefficient, —

qs

lift coefficient, QQ
qs

of the mean aerodynamic chord.

cL,r
jet-circulation lift coefficient
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cm

Cv

c

5

Fr

g

m

P

Pt

q.

R

s

T

‘3

v

w

a

7

5f

pitching-mmnent
Pitching moment

Coefficient, –-
qsc

momentum coef’ficient, ~

wing chord, ft

mean aerodynamic chord; 2.045 ft with double slotted flap and
1.65 ft with single slotted flap

redirected force, the resultant of lift and drag during static
Z’UllS, lb

acceleration due to gravity,

mass flow, g

free-stream static pressure,

32.2 ft/sec2

lb/sq ft

total pressure at nozzle exit, lb/sq ft

free-stream dynamic pressure, ~, lb/sq ft

ft-111
universal gas constant,

/
— deg Rankine
lb

wing area; 8.904 sqft with double slotted flap and 7.23 sq ft
with single slotted flap

nozzle exit temperature, *g wine

jet velocity based on isentropic expansion,

I r Y-l--

free-stream velocity, ft/sec

weight rate of air flow from nacelles, lb/see

angle of attack of fuselage reference.line

ratio of specific heats for air, 1.4

flap deflection, measured with respect to wing-chord plane, deg
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jet-deflection
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angle (measuredwith respect to fuselage refer-

tan-l ‘ifi, deg ~-—
Drag- - :–

t5v vane deflection, measured with respect to wing-chord plane,
deg

P mass density of air, slugs/cu ft

Subscripts:

x horizontal direction

Y vertical direction

MODEL AND APPARATUS

The geometric and physical characteristics of the model, which was
used in a previous investigation, are gtvenin figure 1. ,The delta wing

had a leading-edge sweep of 45°, an angle of incidence of 1= with respect
lo

to the fuselage reference line, an aspect ratio of 3 for the basic wing
with double slotted flap retracted, and a wing taper ratio of 0.143. The
model had a dtible slotted flap with a vane of 8.20 percent and a flap of
30 percent of the wing chord (fig. 2) and e~ended from 0.074b/2 to
0.751b/2 (fig. 3). The vane alone was used to form an additional con-
figuration which is hereinafter referred to as a small single slotted
flap. For the condition of flap gaps sealed, the double slots were
covered with an adhesive tape. Ordinates for the vane and flap are given
in table I. .

1 inches in dismeter, attached to the balance frame andSteel pipes 11

supported in proximity to the wing as shown:}n figure 3, were used to pro-
vide air for simulation of jet flow from engine nacelles. Steel fantail
attachments to the nacelles, used in an effort to provide better distribu-
tion of jet exhaust, are shown in figure 3(b). Although the nacelle loca-
tion for blowing from below the wing is not shown, the nacelle pipes were
in approximately the same location relative to the wing and at the same
spanwise location as for blowing frcm above the wing. A detailed inves-
tigation was not made to determine the optimum orientation of these nacelle
pipes. ,...

The compressed air used to simulate jet-engine exhaust was brought to
the balance frame with the piping arrangement described in reference 2.
The weight rate of flow was determined by means of a calibrated sharp-edge

.

. ..—*
——

——

—

—
.
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orifice in the air supply pipe, and the pressures
determining the jet-exit velocities were measured

TESTS AND CORRECTIONS

Tests

and temperatures for
at the nozzle exit.

The exploratory investigation to determine the relative merits of
some external-flow jet-a~ented-flap arrangements on a research model
was made with the model mounted on the single-strut-support system in
the Langley 300-MPH 7- by 10-foot tunnel. The tests were made at 0°
angle of attack of the fuselage reference line at the dynamic pressures,
velocities, Reynolds numbers} and momentum-coefficient ranges given in
the following table:

Free-stream Free-stream
Range of

-c Reynolds momentum
velocity,

pressure,
V, ft/sec

nuniber coefficient,
q, lb/sq ft Cp

2 41.0 526,000 0 to 3.0

5 64.g 850,cK)0 o to 1.2

Zhe effective angle of attack considering jet-boundary corrections
varied from 0.85 to 2.80. This correction was not applied in presenting
the data, however.

With nacelles above the wing, the double slotted flap was deflected
600 with flap gaps sealed and open and fantails on and off; the sma~—-
single slott~d flap
With nacelles below
with flap gaps open
respect to the wing

was deflect=d 43° with flap gap open =d fantails on.
the wing, the double slotted flap was deflected 50°
and fantails off. All deflections were measured with
chord.

Corrections

Jet-boundary corrections applied to the drag were obtained by the
methods of reference 4. The magnitude of the corrections was determined
by considering only the aerodynamic forces (circulation lift effects) on
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the model that resulted s.fterthe jet-reaction components had been sub-
tracted from the data as follows:

.

W-

CD=C%easured
+ 0.0147~L - c~ s~(bj + a)]2

Blocking corrections were applied by the methods of reference 5.
Tare corrections
for nacelle-pipe

were applied to the lift, pitch, and drag to account
effects.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tests With q = O

The redirected thrust Fr was obtained from blowing tests

q = O from the resultant of lift and drag forces. The initial

●

with

%rust mVj is the original momentum of the air Jets at the nacelle
.“

exits.
/

The ratio Fr mVj and the angle bj through which Fr is

redirected give an indication of flap effectiveness. Both of these fac-
tors are presented on a polar plot in figwre 4.

/
The ratio Fr mVj as a

function Of mVj is also presented in the lower portion of this figure.

Generally, bj was less thsm Gf, and over the major portion of the

momentum range the values of Fr~V~ fell between 0.50 and 0.60. Over

most of the momentum range of the investigation, the lowest values of

/
Fr mVj were obtained with the condition of flap gaps sealed and fantails

on the nacelles. This fact probably resulted from the imposed spanwise
spreading of the jet with a larger ccnnponentin the lateral direction
compared with that of the other arrsmgements.

.

Lift Coefficients

The results of the limited investigation show that values of CL

were generally larger than those of Cp> and values of CL,r were gen-

( 5)”
erally larger than the jet reaction at the flap Fr/mVj Cw sin a + j

A value for
cL,r

of about 2.12 was obtained at CL = 1.5 for the con-

dition of flap gaps sealed and fantails attached to the gacelles
(fig. ~(a)). When the fantails were removed without unsealing the gaps - —
(figs. ~(d) and 6), the value of CL at Cp = 2.00 was reduced from

c

about 3.69 to 3.10. The higher lift caeffipient with the fantail on _
“&-
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the model (even though this configuration had a smaller reaction com-
ponent as discussed previously) can be attributed to the larger circula-
tion lift resulting from distribution of high momentum air over a greater
part of the wing span. The importance of providing sealed gaps for
blowing over flaps from above the ting is shown by figures ~(b) and 7
(gaps unsealed-and fantails on) where the lowest value of CL for a
given value of

Cv was produced: CL = 1.61 at CV = 2.0. Some improve-

ment occurred when the fsmtails were removed with gaps open (figs. 5(e)
and 8); however, the total lift in this case was only slightly larger
than the momentum coefficient: CL = 2.10 at CW = 2.0. me data neces-

sary to ccmnputethe jet reaction component were not obtained for the flap
conditions =hown in figures 5(b) and-5(e).

For the condition of fantails on and gaps
with the small single slotted flap, CL = 2.42

and 7), was larger than that produced with the
(fig. 5(b)).

When the nacelles were placed beneath the

open, the lift
at Cp = 2.0

double slotted

wing with gaps

—

produced
(figs. 5(c)

flap

unsealed. . -.
and fantails removed (figs. 5(f) and8), a value of CL of 3.05was
produced at % = 2.0. Although the basic lift resulting from flap

deflection at Cw = O for this configuration (fig. 5(f)) was larger than
the best upper-surface blowing arrangement (fig. 5(a)), the total lift
was less because the circulation lift component was smaller.

Pitching-Moment Coefficient

Negative pitching moments were exhibited for an the flaps tested
in this investigation with about the same increase of ~ with CL over

the lift-coefficient range of the investigation. When an untrimmed value
of CL of 2.0 is used as a reference, the loss in lift due to a down

load at the horizontal tail needed for longitudinal trim varied from
about 16 percent to 20 percent of the total lift for an assumed tail
length of 1.555. This required down load would exceed the capabilities
of the existing horizontal tail which produced a static margin of about
20 percent when flaps were up. These large diving moments resulting
from increased lift on the wing from upper-surface blowing are similar
to those obtained in other jet-flap investigations where forced circula-
tion on the tail, the use of nose jets, or blowing canards have been
considered as trimning devices (for example, ref. 1).
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Drag Coefficient

.

.

At a given value of CL) CD varied widely with flap configuration

as might be expected if consideration is made of the differences in
reaction component, reaction angle, and circulation lift for the various
configurations. However, at a given value of CP

the drag coefficient

was generally proportional to lift coefficient.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

An exploratory wind-tunnel investigation has been made to determine
the lift effects of blowing over flaps from nacelles mounted above the
wing. Results of this investigation may be summarized as follows:

1. Values of jet-circulation lift coefficient larger than the Jet
reaction were produced with upper-surface blo~ng over flaPs* For
instance, at a momentum coeff-icientof 1.5, a $et-cfic~tion lift coef-
ficient of 2.12 was obtained with the gaps of the double slotted flaps
sealed and fantails attached to the nacelles.

2. When the gaps between the flap and @ng were unsealed, a large
detrimental effect on the lift capability was produced by upper-suYface
blowhg .

3. For nacelle location above the wing and with the flap gap sealed,
larger lift coefficients were obtained whenthe fantails were added to
the nacelles.

4. The longitudinal trim problems (resulting fran large diving
moments) for upper-surface-blowing Jet-augmented flaps are similar to
those encountered with other jet-augmented-flap systems.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

kngley Field, Vs., February 25, 1958.
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TABLE I.. cRDmAm30F vANEAlmmAP

x>
percentof

Vane chora

o
1.7
6.7
20.0

100.0

y, percent of

vane chord,
f’w?-

T
surface mrface

o 0
-2.6
-4.9 :::
+.2 9.0
-2.0 lJ3.7
-.3 lm.1

L:;
7.5
-2.2

-1.0 -9.7

y, psreent of

fkp chord,
XJ J3a -

percentof
flapCllol’a Lower

Surface surface

o -1.6 -~.6
3.7 -3.1 .9
7.3 -3.2 1.9
I.1..o -3.3 2.8
1.4.5 -3.5 3.?
ti.g -3.5 3.5
33.3 -2.7 2.7
p.o -1.9 1.9
;.; -1.1 1.1
. -.4 .4

100.0 -.9 .1

r .
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Wing z

Aspect ratia.. ---. ___-–__–__. _.-_30~0~

Span--–- ------------ --–-––— -5./68ff

Atea---------– ––-–------––----8.904 sq#

Raat chor&------- --–-–-----------–3015 ft

Mean aeradynamlc chord--- –---—---- --2045 ft

A irfall section (parallel ta air stream) NACA 65AO04

Leadh?g edge s weep-–-----–-----–--–-–- 45°

Incidence–----- —-–-––---–--— -------- 4P

Horizontal tall:

Aspect ratla-–--------- –-----– ----–-–4.00

Areo---------- —- —–-–---—–-—–--136 sqft

Airfoil section-––--— --------- NACA’65AO06

Vertical tail:

Area-–—–-––----–---–-- –-–--–-L9l3 sq ft

Airfoil sectia~---------------- NACA 65AO06

-=4=--

&

I $-inch pipe used to provide /Ilgh-

\

pressure atr for simulated jet-

engine exhaust,

\’r
Center of moments

b—1/6.13 ‘
-1

Figure 1.- Three-view dra@ng of research mxlel with Jet-augnented.flaps. All dimensions
inches.
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Figure 2.- Double slotted flap at a typical wing section of the model.
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Figure 3.- Nac&l.leand wing details for %win-nace~e blowing over double slotted flap.
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(b) Fantail nacelles.

Figure 3.- Concluded.
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‘o I 2 3
CP

a) Fantails on;
double slotted
flap; gap
sealed; bf = 600.

“o I -23

CL

‘O IC23
P

(b) Fantails on;
double slotted
fkp; gaPS open;
bf = 60°.

c’

(Q + 8j)

L/# (@

(d) Fantails off; (e) Fantails off;
double slotted double slotted
flap; gaps sealed; flap; gaps open;
~f = 60°. bf = 60°.

o 123
%

(c) Fantails on;
single slotted

.
~=’4~ open;

(f) Fantails off;
nacelles below;
double slotted
flap; g~ps open;

.

.

bf = ~o”.

Figure 5.- Summary of lift characteristics.

.
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Figure 6.- Aerodynamic characteristics of model with double slotted
flaps. Flap gaps sealed, nacelles above wing, fantails on and off
nacelles.
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Figure 7.. Aerodynamic characteristics of model. Single and double
slotted flaps, flap gaps open, nacelles above wing, fantails on
nacelles.
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cm

Gups seuled

Fantails off

L

Figure 8.- Aerodynamic characteristics of model with double slotted
flaps. Flap gaps open, nacelles above and below wings, fantails
off nacelles.
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